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STORY vs. SYSTEM

In the beginning, we had a story. In time, we created a system. Now, Pope Francis is back 
to the story. End of column

If I had the courage, I would end right there. It’s not that I get paid by the word since I 
don’t get paid at all. It’s just that I can’t leave it alone with those few words. I don’t know 
but it feels like I’m going to gain weight or something, if I don’t say more. Maybe that’s 
the difference between a poet and a prose guy like me.

Anyway, one way of describing the impact of Francis is to recall that Christianity began 
with the story of Jesus, his life, teachings, death and resurrection. Early followers of Jesus 
retold the story in a number of ways, and the story attracted other followers. Simple. 
Attractive. Motivating.  Inspiring.

Fast forward a few centuries, after we’ve analyzed the story, codified the separate 
elements, interpreted its microscopic meanings, specified its implications, compared 
detailed theories, chose one interpretation over others, wrote libraries, argued incessantly, 
killed one another over differing opinions, organized and reorganized the material, 
established an authority structure to referee the process, - after all that, we ended up with 
a complex system including a creed, a code, and a ritual. Not as simple, attractive, 
motivating and inspiring.

In other words, the original story got buried under the weight of that system. It’s not that 
the story went away or that we forgot it. It was always there but it was harder to find and 
respond to, since it was overwhelmed by the system. Some Protestant denominations 
substituted their system for the Catholic system, and called it Reformation. In despair, 
other Christians supposedly rejected all systems, and became fundamentalists.

It isn’t that the “truth” became lies. It’s just that sometimes too much truth becomes 
tedious. A lot of little truths tend to shrink the big truths down to the tiny truth size. 
That’s what systems do to stories.

Francis, a product of the system, sees past the system and has recaptured the story. He 
relates to the Jesus of the story and he retells the story in word and deed. That 
relationship shapes his relationships with people, the world, and all of creation. It is 



obvious and genuine. That is why he is exciting, attractive, and inspiring. He lives the 
story even as he dwells within the system.

The challenge is to reinvigorate the system with the story. Can Francis make that happen? 
Some possibilities are:

• One place where the system dominates the story is the annulment process, and the 
overall stance toward divorced and remarried Catholics. The story says to accept 
people into the community completely, especially full participation in the Eucharist. 
The current system says to comply with our humiliating and punishing system and 
maybe we will grant you some concessions. Of course, there’s a whole flawed 
theology which supports the system. But the story negates the theology and the 
supposed obstacles to full communion. Will the Synod on the family this fall reflect 
the story or reinforce the current system?

• Another arena of conflict between the story and the system is the lifestyle of the 
hierarchy. The system supports a lavish, entitled, favored, pampered, and privileged 
lifestyle for priests, bishops and certainly cardinals and popes. Francis has clearly 
pulled their Persian rugs out from under them with his simple, humble, revolutionary 
life style. Will the hierarchy follow Francis and his adherence to the story of Jesus or 
defend the style supported by the system? Will they do anything about it, or ignore it 
and continue as is until a new pope, hopefully, returns to the lifestyle they have 
become accustomed to?

• What will become of the renewed emphasis on the needs of the poor? Francis, 
following Jesus simply and directly, stands for the poor in his teaching and symbolic 
actions. The system has marginalized the poor. Will, for example, the decades-long 
persecution of liberation theologians be lifted? Will slogans like “the preferential 
option for the poor” become policy cornerstones rather than bumper stickers?

Francis has clearly aligned himself with the story. It takes time to remake a system and it 
is still debatable whether he can impact the system enough to align it more clearly to the 
story. But I certainly hope he can.

Now, did I need all those words to say what I said in the first paragraph? Or am I a poet 
after all?


